In a wide group of languages, the stop words, which have only grammatical roles and not contributing to information content, may be simply exposed by their relatively higher occurrence frequencies. But, in agglutinative or inflectional languages, a stop word may be observed in several different surface forms due to the inflection producing noise.
INTRODUCTION
Starting with [1] , it is common to classify words into two classes depending on how much they contribute to the meaning of a sentence. Some words rarely contribute to the meaning that they do not have semantic functions in language. They have merely functional or grammatical roles. These words are referred as 'function', 'grammatical' or 'stop' words. The other class of words; 'content' or 'contentbearing' words; supplies the bulk of the meaning in a text (or a sentence). Stop words indicate how to connect meanings of content words in a text among other uses. Content words are open-class words, since languages can freely add new words to the set. On the other hand, stop words belong to closedclass of word; that, it is very uncommon for new stop words to emerge. The class of content words involves nouns, verbs and adjectives whereas the class of stop words includes determiners, auxiliaries, conjunctions, degree adverbs, pronouns and prepositions.
The distinction of stop and content words has an important role in applications of information retrieval and natural language processing (NLP). The aim of information retrieval systems may be summarized as finding the related information by eliminating the unrelated. The systems simply generate a list of index terms to reduce information overload. Therefore, stop words which occupy a large proportion of written texts may increase both time and resource consumption for the systems by overloading texts and sometimes reduce performance by merging into index lists [2] . In NLP applications generally stop words are filtered out prior to, or after, processing of natural language data. Removal of stop words is a common preceding step especially in applications such as machine translation and automatic summarization [3] [4] [5] [6] . In such applications, the mechanism that is sometimes used with the aim of omitting stop words is simply not indexing them at all using a predetermined stop word list or part of speech tags [7] . The other widely established approaches that do not require for a dictionary or a preprocessing step, detect stop words using the occurrence frequency.
The assumption behind frequency based approaches are two-fold: "A stop word occurs relatively more than a content word in a corpus" and "The number of different documents in which a stop word occurs (document frequency) is higher relative to the number of documents in which a content word resides". The assumptions based on occurrence frequencies are stronger in languages in which the stop words are rarely prone to inflectional suffixes. Briefly, in such languages, the surface forms of stop words in corpus are deformed rarely due to the inflections when compared to agglutinative or inflectional languages. This is why, the observed frequencies of stop words in corpus are higher and the frequency-based methods are effective in discriminating stop words. However in some agglutinative languages, the inflection may generate many surface forms of the same stop word in the corpus and the resulting disrupted frequency distribution may complicate the detection of stop words by the frequency.
In this article, stop word detection is accepted as a binary classification task in which each word in a text may be assigned either to the group of stop words or to the group of non-stop words (roughly, the content words). The classification algorithms are utilized to obtain a combined classification measure by merging several discriminating features. The important criterion for determination of discriminating features is that each feature must be a syntactical feature that does not require high computational effort to be obtained from the corpus. We exploited five features in the experiments: term frequency, collocative frequency, document frequency, word length and word position.
The classification methods are evaluated on corpora of two widely used languages, Turkish and English. In the study, Turkish is expected to hold higher inflectional noise on stop words compared to English. The classification methods are evaluated with respect to previously well-established frequency based method: tf-idf.
Following sections involve related work in literature to obtain stop word lists, mathematical background of classification methods employed in the study, binary classification in stop word detection, results and the conclusion.
RELATED WORK
Traditionally, stop word lists are constructed from most frequently occurring words in a corpus. There are two important methods in the literature based on the frequency of occurrence: term frequency and tf-idf (term frequency x inverse document frequency).
The term frequency method simply assigns most frequently occurring words as stop words in a frequency ranked list of words. In practice, the method has two disadvantages. First, some content words that are repeated to reinforce the topic of text may be listed among the stop words [8] . Second, it is difficult to determine an accurate cut-off (threshold) value for the frequency of stop words. Although, these disadvantages reside, the method is still used in applications both in English and in other languages [9] [10] [11] [12] . This approach is refined by stemming, part of speech filtering and normalization of frequency values. In the study, since the preliminary test results of term frequency method over the training corpora were not promising, we decided to exclude the term frequency method from the list of competing methods.
The method of tf-idf is often used in information retrieval or text mining; the method gives a measure that evaluates how important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus. The tf-idf weight ( ) of the term is computed as
where is frequency of term , is total number of documents in collection or corpus and is the number of documents where the term occurs at least once.
The tf-idf weight is calculated for all words in a corpus in which document boundaries are clarified and a ranked tf-idf list is generated for each document. The words having lower values are accepted as stop words and the words having higher values are assigned as content words. Although, the method generates more accurate stop word lists compared to term frequency method, it has also some weaknesses. First of all, it may not be utilized in a text collection without document boundaries. A cutoff value for stop words must be determined. In addition, if the corpus or collection involves documents with similar topics, it is possible to label some content words erroneously as stop words since they may be used in a large group of documents in corpus.
Another common approach is using predefined stop word lists. In this approach, stop words are typically selected from a dictionary/corpus or may be defined by the researcher manually. Since predefined lists are limited by the vocabulary size of the dictionary/corpus or of the researcher, it may not be possible to detect some domain specific stop words by this approach. For example, in some indexing applications, such as indexing of web documents, it is important to label the words such as "e-mail" as stop word even though they are content words for other documents. Moreover, it is not always possible to give a complete list of possible stop words for agglutinative languages in which the inflectional suffixes are widely used with stop words.
Besides the commonly used frequency based methods, there are also some improved methods for distinction of stop words; such as the term based sampling method of [13] which depends on a refined measure of frequency. A more cognitive oriented method in distinction of stop words is proposed in [14] . The authors claimed that prosodic cues such as duration, intonation contour, intensity and formants contribute as a basis for identification of stop and content words. Unlike others, this method requires speech corpus to retrieve prosodic information. In [15] , a method based on chi-square statistics to build stop word lists in Chinese is presented.
Currently, a large portion of information retrieval applications is on web documents. In [16] , it is claimed that web specific stop word lists would be beneficial because the current lists are out of web-specific function words (such as email, contact). They propose a method to construct entropy based stop word lists from web documents. In a more recent study, [17] , linguistic and syntactic information are aggregated to build stop-word list in Persian information retrieval systems. In [17] , part of speech (POS) tags are employed together with statistical measures such as entropy and the method is assessed by precision. The precision values reported are in range [0.25 0.3] for the whole set of different POS tags. Another recent study is presented in [18] . In [18] , three different types of filters (hash-filter, most recently-used filter and sequence-filter) are implemented to construct a customized Chinese-English stop-word list by utilizing a classical stop word list. A method to extract context-aware stop word lists for Twitter data is proposed in [19] . The performance of the method in [19] is measured in terms of increase in binary sentiment classification performance. The main difference in [19] is that they employed an extra information source: sentiment lexicon. It is reported that the proposed method outperformed the traditional method where predetermined stop word lists are used in terms of the sentiment classification performance and the reduction.
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND of CLASSIFICATION METHODS
Binary classification methods are supervised learning methods in which discriminating effect of different features of classes are learned from a training set in order to classify the testing data set in two classes. In this study, we used discriminant analysis, decision tree, naïve bayes and k-nearest neighbor algorithms to identify stop words in a given corpus. 
Discriminant Analysis
Discriminant analysis is a multivariate statistical method intended to estimate the relation between categorical dependent variables and metric independent variables (features). The analysis has assumptions of normal distribution, homogeneity of variances and co-variances across groups and independence criteria for independent variables.
Discriminant analysis can be realized by linear or quadratic functions. In this study, both the linear and the quadratic discriminant analysis with two groups have been applied. The difference between quadratic discriminant and linear discriminant analysis is that the former permits each group distribution to have its own covariance matrix, whilst the latter assumes a common covariance matrix for all group distributions.
Briefly, discriminant analysis involves determining weight to be given to each of several features ( ) in order that the resulting composite score will have a maximum utility in distinguishing between members of groups [20] . If different features are given, in linear analysis the desired discriminant function has the form in below (2) where are weighting coefficients to be applied to original scores for each observation.
The purpose of the analysis is to determine optimal values for weighting coefficients such that the difference between mean scores for two groups will be maximized relative to variation within groups. This is equivalent to saying that weighting coefficients are to be derived such that statistics or ratio between groups will be the maximum. The function to be maximized, defined by R.A. Fisher [21] , is the ratio of between-groups variance to within-groups variance in linear discriminant analysis.
(3)
In this criterion function, is the vector of mean differences on original measures, constructs within-groups covariation matrix, and are the number of members belonging to group 1 and group 2 respectively. The denominator of criterion function is the within-groups variance of a linear combination in which are weighting coefficients. The numerator of criterion function is proportional to between-groups variance. The problem is to solve a set of weighting coefficients that will maximize criterion function given that one has estimates of the mean vectors and within-groups variance-covariance matrix obtained from reasonably large samples [20] .
Decision Tree
Decision tree learning is a method for approximating discrete-valued target functions, in which the learned function is represented by a decision tree [21] . The decision tree learning may be induced by many alternating algorithms such as Hunt's algorithm, ID3, C4.5, which are widely used in existing systems. In this study, we employed classification and regression trees (CART) which is a nonparametric decision tree learning technique that produces either classification or regression trees. If the dependent variable is categorical, the tree performs classification and if it is numerical, the regression tree is produced. While creating the classification tree, a recursive procedure that splits a node in two depending on the value of a feature is applied. The splitting of nodes stops when CART detects no further gain is obtained or the data are split as much as possible.
Naive Bayes
Naive Bayes classifier is a supervised classifier that is based on applying Bayes theorem with strong (naive) independence assumptions. The independence assumption is that the presence of a particular feature of a class is unrelated to any other feature. Simply, in Bayes classification, using the training data, the parameters of a probability distribution is estimated. For a testing instance, the posterior probability of the instance belonging to each class is computed and the instance is assigned to class with the largest probability. The further details on Naïve Bayes classification may be found in [22] .
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-nm)
k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm is a non parametric lazy learning algorithm, originally proposed in [23] , in which when an instance in testing set (whose class is unknown) is to be classified, the algorithm computes its k closest neighbors in the training set, and the class is assigned by voting among those neighbors. While categorizing instances in testing set based on their distance to instances in a training dataset, various metrics to determine the distance may be used. In this study, we have employed 4 different distance metrics with k ranging from 1 to 5: Euclidean, city block, cosine and correlation distance.
In k-nn algorithms, an arbitrary instance x may be described by the feature vector where denotes the value of the rth attribute of instance x. Table   1 gives the formulas of distance metrics used in the study to calculate the distance between two instances and which is defined to be .
BINARY CLASSIFICATION IN STAP WORD DETECTION
Binary classification methods employ discriminating features (independents) to categorize the words in two groups. In the study, the ultimate goal is to present the contribution of syntactical features which do not require for high computational preprocessing (e.g. part of speech tagging, stemming) in distinction of stop words especially in languages which stop words may have a wide range of different forms. For this purpose, we have selected five features (word position in a sentence, word length, term frequency, document frequency and collocative frequency) that are measured with ease and expected to perform well for the corresponding languages in the experiments. Two corpora, one for training and one for testing, are utilized and evaluation of the methods is performed using testing lists obtained from testing corpora.
Following subsections involve the details and reasons to use each feature, the training and testing corpora, and the evaluation method.
Classification Features

Term frequences (TF)
Since stop words serve to construct the grammatical structure of the sentences, it can be accepted that each sentence contains at least one stop word. This leads stop words to be uniformly distributed in text resulting with a high occurrence frequency in the whole text/corpus. In this study, it is accepted that if a word is a stop word not only the total frequency but also the local frequency of the word must be higher compared to other words. The local frequency is the frequency within a given window size. For example, if the window size is set to 1000, for each word, frequency is calculated within a window of 500 on either side of the word. We believe that the window based frequency will not only discriminate stop words but it will also overcome the problem of varying corpus size in comparing the frequency based studies.
Collocative frequency (CF)
Collocations are groups of two or more lexical items that co-occur with a frequency greater than random probability [24] . The simplest method for finding two-worded collocations in a corpus is counting bigrams and selecting most frequently occurring bigrams. However, this method creates collocation candidate lists that involve also pairs of stop words [8] . When the lists are examined, it can be clearly seen that frequently occurring stop words are coupled with many other stop or non-stop words so they take place in several candidates. As a result, we considered that if a word is seen in many collocation candidates, there is a high probability that it is a stop word. We ranked the bigrams that occurred at least 4 times in text and calculate collocative frequency for any word by the list.
Document frequency (DF)
The words which occur in a variety of texts with different topics are accepted to be stop words in several methods such as tf-idf. In the study, the terms text and document will be used interchangeably. Hereby, the document frequency of a word is defined as the ratio of number of documents/texts in which the word occurs to the total number of documents/texts in the corpus. 
Word length (WL)
Abiding by the least effort principle, frequently used words are shorter than less frequently used words. Due to the assumption of stop words to occur more than the content words, it may be stated that shorter words are more likely to be stop words. For this reason, the word length that is simply the number of characters in the word is accepted to be a discriminating feature for stop words.
Word position (WP)
Due to the grammatical rules to construct valid sentences, the words in a sentence are not arranged randomly. Though the word alignment rules vary in different languages, the position of a word in a sentence may still give a clue on the type of the word. For example, in Turkish, the main constituent of a sentence is the predicate. The predicate is the constituent that gives information; indicates some state or action, therefore it is impossible to construct a sentence without one. In a sentence where constituents are arranged according to standard grammar rules, the predicate is located at the end of the sentence with other members of the sentence arranged according to their degree of importance, with the closest to the predicate considered the most important. As a result, the information content of words in a sentence increases towards the end of the sentence. This enables to use the position of a word in a Turkish sentence as a discriminating feature. Statistics gathered from Turkish corpus used in the study support this idea. ~64.5% of final words of sentences in corpus is verbs and ~19.5% is nouns, strengthening the idea that the last word is likely to be a content word.
Similar grammatical rules about word alignment in a sentence also exist in other languages. In English; in statements, the subject generally precedes the predicate; in questions, the subject usually comes after the whole or part of predicate; in exclamations, the subject is occasionally placed after the predicate. Therefore, if not definitely, heuristically, we can say that predicates reside in mid-position in English sentences.
In the study, word position is the order of a word in a sentence that is normalized by the sentence length. For example in a 5-word sentence, the word position for the third word is calculated as 3/5.
The Training and Testing Corpora
Part of Brown corpus is utilized to construct the training and testing corpora for English. The Brown corpus was first compiled by Henry Kucera and W. Nelson Francis [25] . It involves sentence boundary tagged texts/documents in 15 different genres and part of speech tags in each text. Two texts from each genre are selected randomly to create English training corpus, of totally 60074 words and 3717 sentences. English testing corpus (16337 words, 868 sentences) is constructed from 8 texts that are from different genres but not involved in the training corpus. No preprocessing was performed on both corpora.
We have selected a Turkish corpus that has been previously compiled collaboratively by Sabancı and Middle East Technical University [26] [27] as Turkish training corpus. The corpus (46532 words, 5665 sentences) comprises of documents from different genres such as scientific text, research, news. Morphological analysis of the corpus and annotation of sentence boundaries has been performed manually [26] [27] . In this study, we used the surface-formed corpus without correcting other errors on part of speech tags and punctuation. Turkish testing corpus (13378 words, 889 sentences) is constructed from a group of eight texts that are randomly retrieved from web by queries on different topics.
The training phase of classification methods requires the labeling of stop and non-stop words on the training corpora. Being aware of the weaknesses, we decided to use part of speech information to assign words as stop or as non-stop in order to decrease the effort required for manual labeling. In the study, nouns, verbs and adjectives; which are considered in open class vocabulary, are regarded as non-stop words. And all the rest are considered as stop words.
Evaluation
The evaluation of stop word detecting methods may be based on precision, recall or combined measures that are commonly used in information retrieval. For stop word extraction, precision may be simply defined as the fraction of true stop words in the lists of stop word candidates. Recall is the proportion of retrieved true stop words over the whole set of true stop words in the corpus.
In the study, we used a combined measure, F-measure, which is simply a weighted average of the precision p and the recall r. The F-score reaches its best value at 1, worst score at 0 and it is formulized as follows.
We derived testing lists of stop words from best candidates that are offered by tf-idf and classification methods for both languages. For each language, firstly, all the words in testing corpus are listed according to the tf-idf values in descending order. Approximately first half of the words in the sorted list (8000 words for English and 6000 for Turkish) are unified to build the testing list of stop word candidates. The testing lists of stop word candidates are named as TFIDF_T for Turkish and TFIDF_E for English. Secondly, for each language, classification methods are applied on the regarding testing corpus. The words that are predicted as stop words by at least half of the classification methods are merged to build testing list of stop word candidates. The testing lists of stop word candidates that are built by classification methods are named as CL_T for Turkish and CL_E for English. Finally, four testing lists (TFIDF_T, TFIDF_E, CL_T, CL_E) are tagged (each candidate is labeled as stop word or non-stop word) based on their POS tags. Afterwards, the class (stop and non-stop) predictions of classification methods and tf-idf over testing lists are evaluated. During evaluation, by any classification method, if the same word appearing in the testing list is predicted to be in different classes in different occurrings in the corpus, the class (stop word or non-stop word) in which the word is predicted more is taken to be the class of the word. That is if the word "this" is classified 100 times as stop word and 10 times as non-stop word by Naïve Bayes method, it is accepted to be in stop word class by Naive Bayes since 100>10. To rank the words in the testing lists tf-idf scores are used.
RESULTS
In the study, as mentioned before, the stop word detection problem is accepted as a binary classification problem in which the words in a corpus are categorized as stop or non-stop words. The utility of the methods used in corresponding classification problem are assessed within the training corpus. In training, the classification accuracy is measured by the correct classification rate. Since a certain percentage of samples in any data set is expected to be correctly classified by chance, regardless of the classification model, to assess classification accuracy relative to chance, maximum chance criterion and proportional chance criterion are taken as the basis. Morrison [28] states that maximum chance criterion, , is the minimum expected correct classification for a selected group of interest and is measured simply assigning all samples to larger group; proportional chance criterion ( ) with two groups is (5) where is the proportion of samples in first group and is the proportion of samples in second group. Table 2 gives the correct classification rates of competing methods together with maximum and proportional chance values obtained from training corpora. In order to observe the effect of aforementioned occurrence frequency based features (term and document frequency), the methods are employed with and without those features. Table 2 shows the classification rates on each corpus with
and without term frequency and document frequency features employed. The correct classification rates of k-nn method are presented with an interval of minimum and maximum values obtained from k values varying from 1 to 5. For example, in Turkish corpus, correct classification rate of k-nn method using city block distance varies between minimum 93.15% and maximum 95.07% if all the features are employed in the classification. The correct classification rates of all methods for both corpora are higher than the maximum chance and the proportional chance criteria meaning that classification methods provide better classification rates than a random one. Another important outcome of the training is examined when the rates with and without the term and document frequency features are compared. Briefly, for both languages, it is observed that the absence of occurrence based features not drastically but sufficiently decreases the correct classification rates for all the methods. The testing lists, TFIDF_T and TFIDF_E, derived by tf-idf method, include 523 and 105 unique candidates respectively. Since the inflectional variety disturbs the surface forms of words more in Turkish, the size of Turkish subset is significantly bigger than the size of English set as expected. The ratios of true stop words in corresponding subsets are 26.20% and 75.24% in order for Turkish and English.
Figures 1 and 2 depict the F-measure curves of the methods over TFIDF_T, TFIDF_E testing lists. The horizontal axis in the graphics is the ratio of completed stop word candidates to the total number of candidates. In Figures 1 and 2 , the only k-nn method that generates the best F scores consistently is depicted in order to simplify the graphs. For example, in Figure 1 , it is depicted that k-nn method using the city block distance with k=1 is performing better than the other k-nn alternatives.
As shown in Figure 1 , the classification methods k-nn and linear discriminant analysis give consistently higher F-scores after the first quarter of TFIDF_T. On the other hand, on English testing list, TFIDF_E, tf-idf method generates similar F-scores with classification methods inferring that the features that are expected to improve the stop word detection are not sufficiently contributive.
When similar testing experiments are employed over the testing lists, CL_T and CL_E, the lists of 866 candidates for Turkish (18.24% are true stop words) and 408 candidates (36.52% are true stop words) for English, are obtained. F-measure graphs are given in Figure 3 Over Turkish testing list CL_T, the linear and quadratic discriminant analyses perform better than tfidf method almost for all proportions of the set. On the other hand, in English testing list CL_E, k-nn, quadratic discriminant analysis and decision tree algorithms are relatively successful in assigning words as stop or non-stop in the second half of the list.
One other important result which strengthens the basis of the study may be observed by examining Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 all together. When F scores obtained by using the testing lists of English and Turkish are compared, it is seen that the scores are higher for English due to the lower inflectional noise in stop words. This also supports the dominancy of term frequency in stop word detection. Table 3 gives the words from TFIDF and/or CL lists that are tagged as non-stop words due to the POS tagging but assigned as stop words by the whole set of classification methods. These words (in Table 3 ) may be accepted as the stop words proposed by the classification methods. Examining the words that are classified as stop words, it is seen that Turkish list includes much more words compared to English list. In addition, it is realized that both lists include different surface forms of frequently used verbs (e.g. "ol" in Turkish and "have" in English). On the other hand, in Table 3 , there exist some words, such as "would", that are assigned as stop words by classification methods but tagged as non-stop due to POS tagging errors. As a result, it may be stated that classification methods also overcome the weakness of POS tagging. 
CONCLUSION
Even though occurrence frequency based features; term and document frequency; have been found sufficient to decide whether a word is a stop word or not in many studies, in this study, we propose to empower frequency based stop word detection by a combination of several other syntactical word features. The binary classification methods are employed to merge the features and are applied on two types of languages: Turkish and English.
In the study, the features that affect distinction between stop and non-stop words are taken as word position in sentence, word length, term frequency in a window, document frequency and collocative frequency. Experimental results showed that although the term frequency and document frequency are still contributive, there is not enough evidence to neglect other features in discrimination.
The evaluation is performed on two testing lists that are obtained by applying different approaches. The results show that the classification methods give more precise lists of stop words compared to tf-idf method on Turkish. The results though as not successful but support our initial claim of lower inflectional noise on English stop words.
In summary, we believe that the considered classification methods offer a way to merge different features that may contribute to stop word detection. The experiments showed that this claim is promising especially with languages that have inflectional variances on stop words.
